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Recent developments in recombinant DNA technology have
profoundly altered our knowledge of the molecular structure
of the eukaryote gene. Emphasis has been placed on the use
of recombinant DNA technology for synthesis of products;
however, this paper will deal with the use of the new
molecular techniques to complement existing classical
genetic analysis for studying the molecular mechanisms of
mutagenesis. There are three areas to which I feel the new
techniques should be directed: 1) mechanisms of
mutagenesis, 2) compaiacive mutagensis, and 3)
interpretation of results.

A study of the alteration of the DNA in the mutant gene
can determine mechanisms of mutation by distinguishing
between mutations induced by transition, transversion,
frameshifts of a single base and deletions involving many
base pairs. The association of a specific pattern of
response with a mutagen will permit detecting mutants
induced by the mutagen with a reduced background by removing
mutations induced by other mechanisms from the pool of
potential mutants.

A major concern in making risk estimates is the
uelection of the dose-response model for extrapolation from
relatively high levels of mutagens used in experimental
research to the low levels frequently encountered in
environmental conditions. The critical point for risk
estimation at very low doses or for chronic exposure is the
linear, jcomponent of the dose-response curve (BEIR, 1980).
Furthermore,, it is eleo <miy ^he j-lne'er component that can
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be applied to the doubling dose method of risk estimation.
In the past the presence of a significant linear component
has been determined by analysis of the dose response curve. i .
Dose 'for dose-response curves-ha^e- been n.easured in rads for .
radiation but for alkylating agents can bt measured as
alkylations per nucleotide (Lee, 1975, 1976 and 1978). If
this analysis is to be effective, a considerable range in
doses is needed and data must be obtained at levels close to
the spontaneous frequenc. Unfortunately, variation in the
spontaneous frequency and the large numbers needed for
statistical reliability at low frequency of expected events
severely limit the low end of the experimentally determined
dose response curve while the upper level of the
experimental determined dose response curve is limited by
toxicity of the compound. Therefore, evidence for a linear
component to the dose response curve is either very
expensive to obtain or not feasible to obtain. For these
reasons, the presence of a significant linear component to
the dose response curve is generally assumed rather than
proven.

Perhaps the greatest contribution of recombinant DNA
techniques to mutagenesis will be providing evidence for a
linear component to the dose response curve. In the case of
the alkylating agent ethyl methanesulfonate (EMS), Schwartz
and Soffer (1976) and Pelliccia and Soffer (1982) have shown
that at least nine of thirteen mutants produced cross
reacting proteins with sub-unit polypeptide molecular
weights equivalent to wild type (Hollocher and Place,
manuscript) thus confirming the results of Schwartz and
Sofer (iy76) that these mutants ara probably the results of
single base substitutions. For these mutagens that are
apparently producing transitions, it seems evident that
there should be a linear component to the dose response
curve for sperm cells where repair is held constant. EMS
has a low toxicity relative to its mutagenicity and
therefore is one of the few chemical mutagens that may be
tested over a large response range. Experimental evidence
of the dose response curve of EMS showed no apparent
threshold and the statistical limits of the exponent of the
dose were 1.0 + 0.1 (Aaron and Lee, 1978).

The procedure that I would suggest is to select the
appropriate statistical model on the basis of the mechanism
of mutation (i.e., a linear model for transitions producing
base substitutions) and statistically test for the best fit



of the data against the model. Thus an arbitrary selection
of a model is substituted with results from molecular
analysis of induced mutants. In cells where repair is held
constant, one may readily assume a linear component when
transitions producing base substitutions are observed as the
predominate mechanism of mutation. The situation becomes
more complex if one adds varying degrees of more complex
mechanisms of mutagenesis. For example, we have presented
data (Kelley et a±. , 1985) that multiple damage to the DNA
molecule is normally found from a track of ionizing
radiation.

A common method of estimating the mutagenic risk to man
is the doubling dose method where one compares the ratio of
the induced frequency to the spontaneous frequency and
assumes that induced mutants are equivalent to the
spontaneous arising mutants. A molecular analysis of the
alteration in the DNA of both induced and spontaneous
mutants can potentially answer the question if they are
equivalent; however, of even greater importance than the
similarity or difference in the alteration of the DNA is the
consequence of this alteration in the heterozygote. It is
important to know if the mutations induced in different germ
cells stages of different test systems are similar or
different in the alteration observed in the DNA, for
extrapolation among species and ultimately to man should be
based upon a similarity of mechanism of mutagenesis.

Short term tests for mutagensis play a crucial role in
both the choice of which compounds to develop by industry
and the choice of "priortizing" testing by regulatory
officials. Each short term test detects preferentially a
certain spectra of mutants. By analyzing the changes that
are induced in DNA by different mutagens and the response of
the short term test to these changes, we should be able to
select a better battery of short term tests that will not
leave a major mechanism of mutation induction undetected.
Furthermore, we should be able to evaluate better the
results of short term tests and differences observed among
tests with an understanding of the different types of
alterations induced in DNA by mutagens.

SEQUENTIAL ANALYSIS OF MUTANTS INDUCED AT THE ADH LOCUS TN
DROSOPHILA

The alcohol dehydrogenase locus (Adh) in Dro8ophila



melanogaster will be used as an example for sequential
analysis of mutants because numerous investigators have
already selected this locus for analysis at both the protein
and DNA level. Methods for screening of null mutants at the
Adh LocuiZBave been developed (Sofer and Hatkoff, 1972) and
"both the protein (Thatcher, 1980) and DNA (Benyajati, £t_
al., 1982) have been completely sequenced. Aaron (1979)
TIsed the method of Sofer and Hatkoff (1972) to select
thirty-three null mutants at the Adh locus- Thirty-one were
from X-rayed sperm cells and two were of spontaneous origin.
Aaron (1979) and Ashburner, Aaron and Tsubota (1982) have
shown by complementation tests that only ten of the
chirty-one induced mutations are intragenic in the sense
that they complement adjacent loci. To further study the
remaining ten mutants that are intragenic by classical
genetic techniques, we placed these mutants over deletions
so that each stock was hemizygous for the mutant Aoh locus
(Kelley et_ al^., 1985). The products of the mutant n-Adh
allele could then be studied from the haploid at both the
cranscriptional and translational level.

The Adh mutants were initially detected because they
lack a functional alcohol dehydrogenase enzyme. The high
percentage (almost 2%) of the soluble protein of Drosophila
that is ADH, combined with the sensitivity of the O'Farrell
(1975? silver-staining technique, provides a sensitive
system (Kelley, et al., 1965) to detect the presence of the
ADH protein. This system was standardized by using known
mutants in Drosophila as described by Kelley et al., (1985!*.
Amino acid substitution that prevents the enzyme from
functioning but does not significantly alter the molecular
weight of the denatured protein nor change the charge of
more than one amino acid can be readily detected by 2-D
O'Farrell Gels.

The key to the use of recorabinant DNA technology for
the analysis of mutants is the production of radio-labelled
probes that hybridize with DNA or RNA of the mutant genes.
Economically, the significance of this technology is that .
the probe once produced can be used to analyze numerous
mutant alleles without the labor intensive process of
cloning each mutant allele. Furthermore, a variety of
probes is now available which give varying degrees of
specificity. The initial probe at the Adh locus was
developed by Benyajati, et_ a_l. (1980) and Goldberg (1980) as
a cDNA clone. cDNA is produced by reverse transcriptase and



usually does not transcribe the entire gene; therefore, the ,-
cDNA clones for Adh represent about half of the three-prime — Y
end of the gene without introns. Genomic probes are
produced by use of restriction digests and cloning of
Drosophila DNA to produce a library which was then probed by
the cDNA probe to select genomic clones containing the Adh
locus. A subclone of,,a genomic clone, sACl, that contains £ AW/, ^
the approximately 1 kj? Adh structural gene in the center A A
with EcoRl restriction sites on either end and a length of
4.8 kb was produced by Goldberg (1980). This genomic probe
includes, in addition to the structural gene, the introns
and both larval and adult promoter regions plus a region ^
five—prime to the Adh locus that contains cis-acting ^
regulators (Goldberg et al., Posakony and Maniatias, 1983).
The cDNA and genomic probes are produced by cloning in
bacteria and the DNA labelled by nick-translation
(Maniatias, Fritsch and Sambrook, 1982). A recent
development has been the manufacture of ollgonucleotide
synthesizers that can economically synthesize
oligonucleotides in excess of 40 bases with a specified
sequence. Dr. Simon Chang of the LSU Biochemistry Dept. has
synthesized for us specific sequences of oligonucleotides
complementary to the A_dh_ mRNA that are end labelled with
phosphorus-32 to produce labelled probes specific for
regions of the Adh locus.

The early use of labelled probes in recombinant DNA
technology was developed by Southern (1975) and consists of
cutting DNA at specific restriction sites with restriction
endonucleases, separating the fragment according to size by
gel electrophoresis and then hybridizing a radio-labelled
probe so that the fragments associated with the IOJUS of
interests become radioactive and can be visualized on an
X-ray film. This method - called Southern blotting - is
capable of detecting delections or insertions that alter the
length of the DNA fragments following cutting with
restriction endonucleases. A Southern blot will also detect
mutations or deletions or insertions of the restriction
sites in DNA; however, these represent a small fraction of
the mutation detected. When a probe consisting of the sACl
EcoRl restriction fragment is used as a probe for the Adh
gene, five bands are produced on a Southern blot (Kelley, et
al., 1985). Two of these bands, one 893 and the other 399
bases long, represent all of the structural gene of the Adh
locus while a third band 643 bases long includes the adult
promoter and ensuing intron of the Adh locus (Benyajati, et



al. , L983). If the cDNA clone is used as a probe instead of
The genomic 4.8 kb sACl probe, then only two bands are
hybridized with the probe, and bands are seen at the 893 and
399 base size. By appropriate sub-cloning, clones that are
complementary to either the entire genomic clone or subparts
may be made for analysis. If the entire gene is deleted as
in the case of the X-ray induced mutant Adh (Kelley et_
al.. 1995) or a new ethyl-Nitrosourea (ENU) induced mutant

Adh , the entire lane is clear as a result of no DNA to
which the probe can hybridize. Deletions within a gene or
nearby control regions may be analyzed by changes in the
migration rate of restriction fragments and the specific
fragment identified by using specific probes. The limit of
resolution for detecting deletions or insertions by this
method is about 50 base pairs if the restriction fragments
studied are approximately 500 base pairs in length (i.e. a
10% change in molecular weight) thus providing a resolution
for studying deletions and insertions that is several orders
of magnitude greater in sensitivity than the genetic or
cytogenetic tests.

To determine if the mutation was interrupting
transcription in the mutant gene, an RNA dot blot (Thomas,
1980^ was performed by placing RNA from each mutant stock in
a dot on nitrocellulose paper and hybridizing with a probe
of the Adh locus. A positive determined by the
radioactivity of the probe hybridized to the RNA is evidence
for transcription of the Adh locus in the mutant stock. A
semi-quantitative comparison to determine the amount of mRNA
transcribed from the mutant gene was done by placing a
serial dilution from mutant stocks on a paper with a serial
dilution from the standard wild type stock. It can be
determined that at least 7 5% of the normal messenger RNA was
produced by the mutant gene, and since the phenotype of
these mutants ic complete lack of enzymatic activity, the
mutation phenotype can not be attributed entirely to an
error in transcription. A Northern blot is then run in
which the messenger RNA is electrophoresed on a gel blotted
and probed as in the case of the Southerns. This analysis
gives the approximate molecular weight of the messenger RNA.

We have organized these tests into a classification
system, figure 1, arranged according to the order in which
tests can be performed following recovery of a mutation.
The complementation tests are performed when the new mutant
is placed in balanced stock and either made homozogous-er-
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Figure I. Schematic Diagram for Analysis cf Mutations Using

Genetic and Molecular Methods.

or placed over a deletion. The 2-D O'Farrell (1975) gel can
be run with only 5 flies; however, the stock must be expanded
until a gram of flies is available for the Southern and
Northern experiments. Nonsense codons may be involved by
either transitions or frame shifts, and unless the mutant
codon is very near the 3' end of the structural gene, the
protein will not be detected in the 2-D gels. To resolve the
problem of mutants that are negative on the 2-D gel test but



normal for Southern, dot-bloc and Northern tests, an Jji
vitro cell-free synthesis of protein using the mutant mRNA
is needed. If a protein of low molecular weight is
detected, the appropriate region of the nonsense codon can
be sequenced. A few mutants that cannot be resolved by the
above test must be completely sequenced. By applying a
series of both genetic and molecular tests to mutants, most
mutants can be classified as to mechanism of mutation
without sequencing the entire gene.

From these analyses that have been conducted, it is
quite apparent that there are substantial differences among
mutagens in their modes of action. Of 31 X-ray induced
mutants, 20 were large deletions (Aaron, 1979; Ashburner, et_
al. , 1982), 3 were lost and one was not available for study
by Kelley, et_ ji^. (1985). Of the remaining 7 X-ray induced
mutants, only 3 showed normal Southern blots. Only one
mutant produced a sub-unit polypeptide of normal molecular (
weight and charge in the in vivo test /Kelley et al., 1985), /\
whereas in vitro synthesis produced a ̂ second one (Ashburner,
personal communication). In contrast, as previously °l

described, nine of thirteen EMS induced mutants produced
cross-reacting proteins with sub-unit polypeptide molecular ~j^
weights equivalent to wild type (Schwartz jnd Softer, 1976; X
and Pelliccia and Sof/er, 1982). Two of three ENU induced
mutants recently analyzed in our laboratory produced protein
With sub-unit polypeptide molecular weight and electrical
charge similar to the wild type stock in which the mutants
wvre induced. One ENU induced mutation is a large deletion.
Even though all methods of molecular analysis described in
this paper have been developed within the last decade, there
is already enough data to show that these methods can
distinguish between different mechanisms of mutation.
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mendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof. The views
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